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Great Opportunity 
in Indian 

Languages



Editors > 5

•English: 35907 to 35844

•German: 6992 to 6725

•French: 4709 to 4845

•Summary: for largest Wikipedias, 
slight declines but generally stable 
for last year or two



Editors > 5

•Hebrew: 740 to 765

•Hindi: 52 to 51

•Drumroll please....

•Kazakh: 15 to.... 231!



I don’t care about 
contributor 

numbers (directly)



I care a lot about 
contributor 
numbers 

(indirectly)



Quality of 
experience for the 

reader



What factors?
3 categories
3 categories

•One we can’t change

•One the Foundation can change 
(with our help)

•One that’s up to us in the editing 
community







What we can’t 
change

•Wikipedia is already quite mature 
in the largest languages

•In the past, I could have easily 
helped out with the Shakespeare 
entry

•Today, I am unqualified to help

•THIS IS NO CAUSE FOR CONCERN 



Indian languages

•In many languages, and for many 
entries, the situation is more like 
2001 than 2011

•It’s still easy and fun to contribute!

•Every little thing helps



One the 
Foundation can 

change: software
•By separating this out, I don’t mean to imply 

that we can’t help

•And I also don’t mean to imply that the 
community’s part in things doesn’t interact 
with the Foundation’s part

•I just mean, we can’t wish for software to 
appear, we have to ask for it and wait for it 
(or help write it!)



Automating tasks

•A lot of the procedures and 
processes that I think need to be 
abandoned or revamped do serve 
some useful purposes - but the 
cost is too high when we have to 
do things manually



Indian languages

•I understand from speaking to 
many people that keyboard entry 
methods are a challenge

•The Foundation can and should 
support the best and most 
convenient solutions



What we can 
change



3 Categories
•Procedures that serve some 

purpose but are so convoluted and 
difficult that it isn’t worth it

•Rules that make no actual sense 
but serve to discourage people 
from their 2nd through 99th edit

•Template warnings too easy; praise 
too hard



1. Convoluted 
procedures

•I do have a little bit of Wiki editing 
experience

•I wanted to move a page - but I 
wanted to do it the right way



[[John Hutton (British Labour 
politician)]]

to
[[John Hutton, Baron Hutton of 

Furness]]
[[John Hutton, Baron Hutton of 

Furness]]
[[John Hutton, Baron Hutton of 

Furness]]







But the discussions aren’t here - some crazy template thing



So I scroll down 
the page, find the 
section, click edit 

there



My fatal error - overlooked this bit!







What happened 
next?

A robot ate my homework!



What happened 
next?

Sad puppy is sad



What is the 
purpose?

•The whole process seems to serve 
no actual practical purpose of any 
kind

•If I am an inexperienced editor, I 
don’t even know the right way to 
propose that a page be renamed

•“Not so much WYSIWYG as WTF? --
Dweller (talk)”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WYSIWYG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WTF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Dweller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_talk:Dweller


Design principles

•Don’t allow users to do something 
they are not allowed to do

•But the wiki solution is to allow 
users to do things that are useful, 
and get the system out of their 
way



2. Discouraging 
rules

•Second example this time told to 
me at Wikimania



A deletion discussion of Daphne Leef









What is the 
purpose?

•We don’t like stacked votes (called 
by blogs)

•We don’t like votes that make no 
sense

•But this example shows that 
current policy is not working - and 
costs us good contributors



Alternatives

•Administrator judgment can be 
discreet

•Thank the user for their vote

•Count the vote if it is rational, no 
matter who makes it!

•Make smart good people feel 
involved, not rejected



Indian languages

•English Wikipedia has over 3 million 
entries, many of them very well 
written

•Large community needs a lot of rules

•Don’t copy those rules in a small 
group!

•Just talk to people!  It is more fun!



Intermission

•One of the great things about Wiki 
conferences for me is that I get to 
learn more about our host 
country’s culture and politics

•What are the protests all about?





NPOV and Peace

•Knowledge is the path to peace

•To solve our problems, we must 
understand our problems

•We must study what our opponents 
believe, too

•Even if they draw their maps 
differently!



3. Warning too 
easy

•http://blog.wikimedia.org/2011/05/
02/neweditorwarnings/

•Wikimedia Blog post on the rise in 
warnings





Why might this be?

•Are new users not as good as in the past?  (Evidence 
says no.  Ratio of good new user contributions better 
than 2 years ago)

•Are we intentionally closed to newcomers now, too 
“clubby?” (My talks with Wikipedians suggests not.)

•Are our tools pushing us to bad behavior?

•(



One example

•Like thousands of Wikipedians, I 
use twinkle

•Let’s take a look at what it 
encourages me to do to other 
users



Twinkle
•Report user for vandalism

•Warn user

•Welcome

•Talkback template

•Tag their user page for speedy 
deletion

•Or for a deletion debate



Twinkle

•Protect their page

•Delete files found on their page



Most of these are 
negative actions!

•But even some that seem neutral 
aren’t that friendly

•Consider for example talkback



I have an easy one-click way to do something 
that asks a newbie to do something baffling!

Example of need for modern UI

Think about Facebook wall



What I am asking 
for

•Let’s evaluate all of our procedures 
from the viewpoint of the sincere 
eager newcomer with a handful of 
good faith efforts

•Simplify

•Eliminate

•Automate





In Closing

•Annual (probably) Award 

•Global Wikipedian of the Year

•This year...



The Winner is...

•Rauan Kenzhekhanuly of 
kk.wikipedia.org



The prize is...

•$5000 from me personally to 
Wikibilim to cover travel expenses 
for next year’s planned regional 
Wikiconference

•Presentation of award in presence 
of Prime Minister in December 
(pending scheduling)



Which Indian 
language will grow 

the most?
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